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Mai   respect.    Filmer's   notions   are   founded   partly
on history and partly on a belief in  Natural Law.
It is far more true to say that society originates with
the family and with natural patriarchy then to postu-
late an original anarchy and a consequent compact.
Filmer would  have  nothing  to  do  with  the   Social
Contract, because, as he rightly saw, it had in it the
roots of popular government.    But when he argued
that patriarchy was good because it was  ' natural',
not because it was created by divine ordinance, he was
on   dangerous   ground   for   an   absolutist.     Suppose
other things should be found to be ' natural' ?    Sup-
pose equality and communism and all the institutions
of the noble savage should be claimed as ' natural' ?
As Mr. Figgis points out, 'the theological conception
of politics is giving way before what may be termed
the naturalistic. ...    In a sense it may be said that
Filmer paved the way not only for Locke,  but for
Rousseau/
Of course, Filmer's parallel between the primitive
patriarchal family and such a state as England under
the Stuarts is purely preposterous.    The simile breaks
down wherever it is applied, and it is a strange com-
mentary on the thought of the time that such argu-
ments should ever have carried the slightest weight.
But what is valuable in Filmer is his faith that society
is a natural and organic  growth,  not  a  mechanical
edifice founded on contract.    But the fact that society
as a whole is natural and may by a metaphor be called
organic, does not prove that all forms of society are
natural and organic.    Here Filmer makes  the same
error as modern Hegelians.   They abstract the State
from all the myriad forms of human association and
begin to load it with divinity.   But, while the habit
of human association is perfectly natural and needs

